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Presentation Notes
PROJECT OVERVIEW AND METHODOLOGY | Project website: http://bit.ly/BaseStudyGENERAL TALKING POINTS:The purpose of this study is to identify best practices for promoting civilian-military land use compatibility that can be submitted as recommendations for legislative consideration in November, 2016. Significance: Military bases are vital to the general safety and (physical and economic) welfare of Washington and its communities.Land use compatibility is an important area of overlapping challenges and opportunities. Land use compatibility is critical for ensuring the viability of military bases:Certain land uses can pose safety hazards for civiliansCertain land uses can either support or impede upon a base’s ability to fulfill its mission (that is, its long-term viability)If incremental land use decisions impede upon a base (or training range) then it can be more vulnerable to downsizing or closure.The project format: Washington is undertaking a statewide effort to understand and support the mutually-dependent civilian-military relationship through land use compatibility. The project is divided in 2 phases:Phase 1 – Identifying the issue and exploring best practices from outside Washington / in other statesPhase 2 – Identifying the issue for Washington State and exploring existing conditions/best practices from within Washington. The outcome: Recommendations for legislative consideration in November 2016.ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:Research statement and question:Compatible civilian-military land use benefits Washington State as a whole. This Base Compatibility Study is a means of identifying best practices for land use compatibility that are beneficial and appropriate for Washington State’s civilian-military landscape. This acknowledgement is the basis for the study question:  What tools can/should Washington State develop to support civilian-military land use compatibility?Methodology and timeframe: The final product of this study will be a report to the legislature, submitted on or before November 1, 2016.The development of the final report is divided into two phases. Phase 1 began with a conceptual draft report which served as a tool for initiating discussion and outreach efforts for the study. The conceptual draft report, Military Installations and Civilian Land Use Compatibility, provided to the Washington State Department of Commerce by Eastern Washington University’s Urban and Regional Planning program. The conceptual draft report is a tool that:Introduces the topic of civilian-military land use; Provides general overview of Washington’s military bases; Broadly identifies compatibility concerns within Washington State; Presents policy strategies adopted in other states, and Offers a preliminary set of identified best practices.The conceptual draft report was posted on a project webpage on the Department of Commerce website for public access and comment. The project webpage was publically shared through newsletters, presentations, and panel discussions. Phase 1 will close in late fall 2015 with a Commerce-revised Phase 1 preliminary report that incorporates comments received prior to October 22, 2015.The Phase 1 preliminary report will be available as a pre-decisional document, inviting review and public comment through the project webpage until the end of the 2016 Legislative Session. Phase 2 will begin at the end of the 2016 legislative session: Phase 2 will include a final comment period (spring 2016), followed by revision into a final report with legislative recommendations.



Base Compatibility Study - Purpose

Proviso Authorizing Legislation
ESSB 6052.SL, Section 128(20) pg. 23

The governor has tasked Commerce with producing a report to the legislature on
civilian land use compatibility and military base missions.

Within existing resources, the Department of Commerce shall:

1. Examine the effects of incompatible land use surrounding military installations
within Washington State and

2. Conduct a comparative analysis of best practices from other states to mitigate
conflicts between local jurisdictions and neighboring military installations due to
incompatible land use.

The Department shall submit its analysis to the governor and the appropriate
committees of the legislature by November 1, 2016.
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SOURCEProviso Authorizing Legislation, ESSB 6052.SL, Section 128(20) pg. 23, http://app.leg.w.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?year=2015&bill=6052



Base Compatibility Study – Strategic Path

PROJECT 1 PROJECT 2

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 PHASE 4 PHASE 5

Jul.-Dec. 2015 Jan.-Sept. 2016 Sept. 2016-Jul. 2017 Jul. 2016-Jun.2017 Jul. 2017-Jun. 2018

Peer state analysis
Other states’ best practices

WA State 
Strategy

Key state laws/rules
Gaps to process

Recommendations

Planning & 
Analysis

Review federal 
documents/process

Implementation planning
Strategic:

What does the state need to 
streamline in process/fix gaps?

Implementation
Rule-making

(What we have) (Additional outreach/stakeholder work)

“This is not about compliance, this is about competitiveness.”



Finding -- 2004 c 28: 

"The United States military is a vital component of the Washington State economy.
The protection of military installations from incompatible development of land is
essential to the health of Washington's economy and quality of life.

“Incompatible development of land close to a military installation reduces the ability
of the military to complete its mission or to undertake new missions, and increases
its cost of operating.

“The department of defense evaluates continued utilization of military installations
based upon their operating costs, their ability to carry out missions, and their ability
to undertake new missions."

[2004 c 28 § 1.] / RCW 36.70A.530

Why the study is important
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FINDING AND PROVISOThe budget proviso authorizing this project is part of Washington’s broad effort to identify strategies for promoting land use compatibility in order to benefit the State’s civilian and military communities. The importance of military bases has been acknowledged by the State through legislation, as exemplified by this finding within RCW 36.70A.530.RCW 36.70A.530:Land use development incompatible with military installation not allowed — Revision of comprehensive plans and development regulations.(1) Military installations are of particular importance to the economic health of the state of Washington and it is a priority of the state to protect the land surrounding our military installations from incompatible development.(2) Comprehensive plans, amendments to comprehensive plans, development regulations, or amendments to development regulations adopted under this section shall be adopted or amended concurrent with the scheduled update provided in RCW 36.70A.130, except that counties and cities identified in RCW 36.70A.130(4)(a) shall comply with this section on or before December 1, 2005, and shall thereafter comply with this section on a schedule consistent with RCW 36.70A.130(4).(3) A comprehensive plan, amendment to a plan, a development regulation or amendment to a development regulation, should not allow development in the vicinity of a military installation that is incompatible with the installation's ability to carry out its mission requirements. [Compatibility] A city or county may find that an existing comprehensive plan or development regulations are compatible with the installation's ability to carry out its mission requirements.(4) As part of the requirements of RCW 36.70A.070(1) each county and city planning under RCW 36.70A.040 that has a federal military installation, other than a reserve center, that employs one hundred or more personnel and is operated by the United States department of defense within or adjacent to its border, shall notify the commander of the military installation of the county's or city's intent to amend its comprehensive plan or development regulations to address lands adjacent to military installations to ensure those lands are protected from incompatible development.(5)(a) The notice provided under subsection (4) of this section shall request from the commander of the military installation a written recommendation and supporting facts relating to the use of land being considered in the adoption of a comprehensive plan or an amendment to a plan. The notice shall provide sixty days for a response from the commander. If the commander does not submit a response to such request within sixty days, the local government may presume that implementation of the proposed plan or amendment will not have any adverse effect on the operation of the installation.     (b) When a county or city intends to amend its development regulations to be consistent with the comprehensive plan elements addressed in (a) of this subsection, notice shall be provided to the commander of the military installation consistent with subsection (4) of this section. The notice shall request from the commander of the military installation a written recommendation and supporting facts relating to the use of land being considered in the amendment to the development regulations. The notice shall provide sixty days for a response from the commander to the requesting government. If the commander does not submit a response to such request within sixty days, the local government may presume that implementation of the proposed development regulation or amendment will not have any adverse effect on the operation of the installation.[Consultation Requirement][2004 c 28 § 2.]Links:WA State GMA military provision, RCW 36.70A.530 / Finding - 2004 c 28 § 1, http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.530Proviso Authorizing Legislation, ESSB 6052.SL, Section 128(20) pg. 23, http://app.leg.w.gov/billinfo/summary.aspx?year=2015&bill=6052

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.530


What GMA Requires

Washington law prohibits comprehensive plan or development regulation changes 
that would allow development incompatible with a base’s mission requirements.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REQUIREMENT INCLUDES:

1. Consultation
• Notify base commander of proposed changes and,

seek a written recommendation.
• If no comment, changes are presumed compatible.

2. Compatibility
• Should not allow development that is incompatible.

Source legislation: RCW 36.70A.530
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Base Compatibility Study

CENTRAL QUESTION:

What role does/should the state play in 
supporting civilian-military compatible land 
use and what tools should the state 
develop?

The Washington Growth Management Act (GMA) 
disallows land use development that is incompatible 
with military installations. (RCW 36.70A.0530) 
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UNDERSTAND THE CONCEPT OF LAND USE COMPATIBILITYCompatibility - what the DOD discusses as “encroachment” http://www.dodbiodiversity.org/ch3/index.html )“Compatibility” is used here as a neutral term:Military operations can impact civilian activities;Civilian activities can impact military operationsCompatibility seeks to identify the areas where land uses have shared implications.PROJECT INTENTCompatible civilian-military land use benefits Washington State as a whole. Communities and military bases share mutual interests, challenges, and opportunities. This Base Compatibility Study is a means of identifying best practices for land use compatibility that are beneficial and appropriate for Washington State’s civilian-military landscape.



Base Compatibility Study 

Two critical terms for 
understanding compatibility

Military bases are physical installations, but their
mission and training corridors involve areas beyond
physical perimeter boundaries.

Encroachment is the term used by the Department
of Defense (DoD) to describe incompatible uses of
land, air, water, or other resources that have adverse
cumulative impact on a military facility’s ability to
carry out its testing and training mission.
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COMMON COMPATIBILITY CONCERNSLocal community and base-specific/mission-specific concerns vary. This is not a comprehensive list.Development pressures near installationsCompeting demands for infrastructureAir/light pollution and airspace obstructionsCivilian/military noise conflicts and communications interferenceEndangered species habitat managementAny policy action or land use decision that diminishes a military base’s ability to fulfill its mission and training requirements represents an obstacle to its long-term viability at its present size and/or its likelihood to receive expanded missions in the future. The cumulative effect of development decisions near a military base may compromise its ability to fulfill its intended mission. Conversely, policies (plans, development regulations, and permitting activity) that promote compatible use can have a positive impact on a base’s ability to fulfill its mission and represents a contribution to a base’s long-term viability and, in-turn, supports the civilian community.ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:Land use compatibility and “BRAC” BRAC refers to Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) , which is a federal-level evaluative process that is periodically applied to determine potential changes to military organization/structure.Land use is included as one evaluative factor of BRAC:(A) Base viability, mission fulfillment and military downsizing/BRAC evaluation, are linked. (B) Civilian land use policies, decision-making, and actions (such as permitting) all impact an installation’s ability to fulfill its mission – and the installation’s ultimate BRAC standing.



Base Compatibility Study

Preliminary Findings

• Civilian-military land use compatibility is critical for 
base’s long-term viability and its positive impact on 
the local economy. 

• Our communities and military bases face compatibility 
concerns that are common to other states and 
territories. 

• Compatibility concerns reach beyond the base’s 
physical boundaries (airspace; waterways). 

• Some states promote civilian-military compatibility 
through legislation.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:PROJECT OVERVIEW AND METHODOLOGYSignificance and purpose:The State of Washington recognizes that military bases are a vital part of the general safety and (physical and economic) welfare of its communities. This study is part of Washington’s statewide effort to understand and support the mutually-dependent civilian-military relationship.Land use compatibility is an important area of overlapping challenges and opportunities for military base viability. The purpose of this study is to identify best practices for promoting civilian-military land use compatibility that can be submitted as recommendations for legislative consideration in Washington State. Research statement and question:Compatible civilian-military land use benefits Washington State as a whole. This Base Compatibility Study is a means of identifying best practices for land use compatibility that are beneficial and appropriate for Washington State’s civilian-military landscape. This acknowledgement is the basis for the study question:  What tools can/should Washington State develop to support civilian-military land use compatibility?Methodology and timeframe: The final product of this study will be a report to the legislature, submitted on or before November 1, 2016.The development of the final report is divided into two phases. Phase 1 began with a conceptual draft report which served as a tool for initiating discussion and outreach efforts for the study. The conceptual draft report, Military Installations and Civilian Land Use Compatibility, provided to the Washington State Department of Commerce by Eastern Washington University’s Urban and Regional Planning program. The conceptual draft report is a tool that:Introduces the topic of civilian-military land use; Provides general overview of Washington’s military bases; Broadly identifies compatibility concerns within Washington State; Presents policy strategies adopted in other states, and Offers a preliminary set of identified best practices.The conceptual draft report was posted on a project webpage on the Department of Commerce website for public access and comment. The project webpage was publically shared through newsletters, presentations, and panel discussions. Phase 1 will close in late fall 2015 with a Commerce-revised Phase 1 preliminary report that incorporates comments received prior to October 22, 2015.The Phase 1 preliminary report will be available as a pre-decisional document, inviting review and public comment through the project webpage until the end of the 2016 Legislative Session. Phase 2 will begin in 2016: Phase 2 will include a final comment period (spring 2016), followed by revision into a final report with legislative recommendations.



• Development pressures adjacent to installations

• Competing demands for infrastructure

• Air/light pollution and airspace obstructions

• Noise conflicts and communications interference

• Mitigation for displaced endangered species

Compatibility Challenges and Opportunities
- Common Examples

NOTE: 
This list is not comprehensive.
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIESLocal community and base-specific/mission-specific concerns vary. In general, policies (plans, development regulations, and permitting activity) that promote compatible use offer potential positive impacts for a base’s ability to fulfill its mission and represents a contribution to a base’s long-term viability. In-turn, this helps to support the broader community as a whole.



• Foster civilian-military coordination

• Technical assistance programs for compatibility

• Defining military influence areas in plans, codes,  and 
permitting

• Investing in land, easements or development rights

• Investments in supporting infrastructure

• Promoting best practices for endangered species 
management 

Opportunities to Promote Compatibility

NOTE: 
This list is not comprehensive.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:OPPORTUNITIES TO PROMOTE COMPATIBLE LAND USE(This is not a comprehensive list)Foster civilian-military coordination to identify base needsCivilian-military communication and ongoing collaboration is critical for identifying existing or potential encroachment on a base’s ability to fulfill its operating mission. Use technical assistance programs to enhance compatibility Example: Joint Land Use Studies (JLUS) in partnership with the DoD. JLUS completed for Fairchild AFB; JBLMThe purpose of JLUS is to promote understanding of base/civilian needs and land use agreement.Example: Army Compatible Use Program (ACUB)ACUB addresses compatibility through conservation (JBLM’s ACUB program preserves Pujet Sound prairie lands)Example: Air Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) AICUZ concerns the safety clearance and accident potential zones surrounding airfields.Identify and help preserve military influence areas through plans, codes, and permitting.This represents 2 major points:(A) Set designated areas of military activity, as defined via civilian-military cooperative agreement.(B) Once designated, the areas must be preserved by inclusion in plans, development regulations, and upheld in permitting activity.Acquire land or development rights near military basesThrough purchase, leases, easements, transfer development rights, etc…Enhance endangered species habitat managementThe presence of listed species on military lands restricts training activities. Through conservation management, sensitive species may recover IDENTIFYING AREAS OF INFLUENCE SURROUNDING MILITARY BASESSome factors in identifying military influence areas (MIAs) include:Physical installation property boundariesSecurity perimeters (‘line-of-site’ security)Noise buffers and Accident Potential Zones (APZs)Critical training corridors; transportation routesWorking lands; habitat conservation areasTelecommunication and radio airwavesSiting of small facilities (labs, equipment, storage, etc.)



Base Compatibility Study - Conclusions

Incompatibility is avoidable through:

• Strong stakeholder engagement

• Wise land use policies, plans, codes, and 
permitting

• Investments in open space, working lands and 
conservation areas.

NOTE: 
This list is not comprehensive.



Base Compatibility Study – Next steps
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TIMELINE OVERVIEW:We started with a proviso to produce a report on land use compatibility surrounding military bases.Commerce contracted with Eastern Washington University to produce a pre-decisional (Phase 1) draft report.Commerce is producing a revised Phase 1 report that explores programs and best practices toward civilian-military land use in other states.Phase 2 of the study begins in 2016 with a revised Phase 1 report leading to a self-assessment of compatibility and best practices from within Washington State.The final product of the project will be a legislative report for November 2016.



Base Compatibility Study – Next steps



Base Compatibility Study -
Opportunities for Engagement

• Pro-actively engage with the Draft 
Study.

• State your support for the 
importance of statewide efforts.

• Support decision packages to 
facilitate and implement a statewide 
strategy.
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How To Engage in This Report:

• Project email: 
gmsbasecompatibility@commerce.wa.gov

• Project website: http://bit.ly/BaseStudy

August 2015

Presented December 2015

Presented by:
Jeff Wilson, AICP

Project contact:
Jeff Wilson, AICP

Senior Managing Director, 
Growth Management Services, 

WA State Department of Commerce
(360) 725-3055

Jeff.wilson@commerce.wa.gov
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